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Abstract 

In the business world, endless streams of information “data” are needed in order to properly initiate the process of 

an effective business by analyzing different needs that the service has in relation to the needs of the end-customer, 

by anticipating these needs, the aim of any service creation is to meet customer requirements.  In the recent years 

business intelligence (BI) been an interesting topic in almost every field. Likewise data mining which is a good 

solution in business intelligence matter, as for discussion, application and business domain. There are various 

attempts to detect the characteristics of services that are important to the acceptance of the service offered. The 

quest for attributes that satisfy and excite the consumer is possible through the use of various technological research 

approaches, but the efforts are enormous. The business is able to collect customer data in a more reliable and 

simpler way with the use of 'Smart Systems,' which are Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

enabled services. The use of data mining and business intelligence to enhance the reversal of consumer needs when 

designing collection techniques is defined in this paper.  The main purpose of this study is to define the importance 

of business intelligence with it features, how data mining works and some data mining techniques discussed in 

brief, in addition to exploring the future and opportunities of Business Intelligence and Data Mining. 
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1. Introduction 

Businesses are forever striving to find a strategic foothold in the current era, which allows the business to offer 

products or services at a better cost, higher quality, and better efficiency than their rivals. The path that a business 

must take to achieve that starts with the quality and amount of knowledge and information that they can obtain 

(Ali, Bakar, & Omar, 2016; Ali, Omar, & Bakar, 2016). 

In business, data governs all aspects of it , starting from the process of manufacture leading to supply chain 

management all the way until they reach retail sales to consumer experience to post-sale marketing and beyond, 

data holds the key to making operations more successful, cheaper production costs, higher profit margins and more 

effective marketing strategies. 

But raw data on its own cannot be the answer; it is basically worthless without a way to communicate with 

the data and gaining useful insight. 

Combining online analytical processing (OLAP), intelligence regarding location, enterprise reporting, 

business intelligence (BI) tools can be a great aid to organizations. Business Intelligence software provides 

organizations with the ability to link many data springs into a common source, collect and arrange the data 

intelligently and provide an interface for end users to generate reports that can provide a clear objective for more 

informed business courses of action. 

In this paper we will be discussing how vital data mining is in business intelligence and how an efficient data 

mining strategy can greatly improve the business model of a company to properly satisfy the needs of its customers. 

Business Intelligence (BI) is combination of automation that hand in meaningful information which helps 

businesses to have a good  development and manage decision-making by storing, fetching, preparing, evaluating 

and presenting data (Yi Peng, 2007)  BI is becoming an essential part of any business in view of the fact that it 

continually growing  needs of organizations. The main purpose for business intelligence is to provide the exact 

data at the right time for a specific user. On the other hand, data mining puts the appropriate approach and 

mechanism to support business intelligence applications by retrieving proper information from huge data 

(Sivanandam, 2006). Companies uses data mining as a process to form useful information from a raw data, like 

businesses will be able to develop better marketing strategies that is suitable to the customer to gain more sales 

and decrease costs (Hasan, Oudat, Alsmadi, Nurfahasdi, & Ali, 2021).  

Machine learning, databases, statistics, computer science, mathematics and many more are all controlled by 

data mining, it assimilates in different fields from its own context and makes distinct contributions (MUHAMMAD 
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ADNAN KHAN, 2020). 

 

2. Related Studies 

Kano-analysis is considered as one of the techniques to evaluate the satisfaction of customers with the business 

service or product (Kano & Seraku, 1984). 

(Collins, Poras, & Collins, 2002: Ali & omar, 2016) discuss that when companies need to develop a new 

service or product, they always look for customers’ feedback/response, which aids greatly in delivering the most 

suitable service; the company 3M uses a free hotline to get feedback from their customers on their products and 

services which helps the company in improving all if their new developments. 

In a conference in France, (Che, Yang, & Jiang, 2017) explained how Business intelligence is simply the use 

of data warehouse and data mining in all companies’ reports and analysis to improve, develop and foresee all of 

their products through the analysis of the customers reviews and feedback. 

(Surajit Chaudhuri, 2011) goes in depth in explaining how businesses use data in developing their work and 

becoming more efficient using (OLAP, RDBMS, ETL,OLTP, etc..) which insures a better and more reliable data 

collection. They also discuss how cloud data services are facilitating the data acquisition and the reduction of main 

memory usage impacts backend data warehouses.  

In 2010 (Roger S. Debreceny, 2010) made a study of 29 organizations’ data sets for fraud detection and trying 

to find any irregularities in their digits, where usually last digits should have a logarithmic distribution. The result 

was that only 24 of the accounts had low occurrences and one only out of 3 accounts that had the same recurring 

last digits sequence was low. 

(Rage, 2010)  studied how mining data using association rules “with the single minimum support-based 

approaches” like (Apri-Ori and FP-growth) finding high-level, needed user behavior patterns using Knowledge 

Data Discovery, which resulted in showing that these rules with minimum support-based approaches lack 

performing up to expectations, where they propose some improvements in addition to their experiments. 

(Nguyen, 2012) goes deeply explaining how the usage of datamining and data warehouse works in businesses 

using customers interactions in collecting and analyzing their needed data. 

 

3. Characteristics of Business Intelligence and Data Mining 

Business intelligence is an umbrella term that indicates a computer based group of processes that is used to 

apprehend and inspect data that are similar to a certain company (Kolker, 2012), it enables business owners and 

entrepreneurs to understand their business better and benefit from business intelligence model in which it 

comprises particular operations that can convert raw data to meaningful and applicable information to help support 

business decisions that allied to select a new business opportunity (Wael M. S. Yafooz, 2020).  

Some characteristics of business intelligence are, rapid data processing where business intelligence access 

data in any time, intelligent correlation analysis that builds mathematical map, release venture’s managements and 

supply scientific decision-making material. Besides multidimensional analysis target that merges analysis of item 

goods whey it generates statistics of multidimensional data structure (Loureiro, 2020). Business intelligence in 

some applications enables decision-making data by constant analysis and progressive selection. Frequently BI 

evaluate the current state of business and authorize actions by employing key performance indicators (KPI). 

(Francisca Castelo-Branco, Business Intelligence and Data Mining to Support Sales in Retail, 2020) 

For example, a customer went to a store to buy an item and once the customer has purchased the item the 

store has already gathered someone data about the item the customer bought exactly the time and price. So the 

director of the item will supply for that shop, after he figures out the size of the wanted item that should be ordered, 

his only way to make a well-read assumption about it is when he knows the exact quantity of items are being 

purchased by the customers. So as each data being processed own a day the director of the item can review every 

transaction being made in a day to detect the purchased quantity, but this method is not time efficient, considering 

that the director will repeat this method every week, so to improve this and make it more cost efficient and time 

flexible the director can use a business intelligence tool to provide the exact information wanted. Businesses uses 

strategies to leverage data and achieve a sustainable contentious advantage, according to (Parama Fadli Kurnia, 

2018) research the developing a BI for a company has to go through process that consists of four phases: analysis, 

design, planning, implementation and control. Fast data processing, Intelligent correlation analysis, 

Multidimensional analysis,  Progressive analysis result are the top features of business intelligence (Seokjin Ahn, 

2019). Fast data processing in BI can access data in any time wanted, it processes the data fast and it configure the 

data array function, and also data format (Ali, Bakar, & Omar, 2016; Ali, Omar, & Bakar, 2016). 

Business intelligence Data mining is essentially a method for locating and extracting specific business rules 

from a wider group of data using sophisticated equipment. 

Although the concepts of business intelligence and data mining are distinct, when used in combination, the 

two techniques perform effectively as there is a great deal of overlap. When it comes to cleaning, standardizing, 

and using business data, data mining is an essential component of business intelligence. It can also contribute to 
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making more reliable and efficient forecasts using the information which will enable the user to function at a higher 

level rather than only depending on previous data and guessing about potential outcomes. 

In essence, data mining is the procedure of gathering, analyzing, and summarizing data from various sources 

providing the business reports that can help companies obtain a clearer overview of their activities and ultimately 

their services and products. Data mining is the processor which turns the raw data into intelligently gathered reports 

for an organization. 

Business intelligence (BI) focuses mainly on analyzing and observing data sets and showcasing data against 

the goals of a company and their business. The data mining technique is often used to evaluate data sets to help 

identify trends and patterns. 

And since the demand for higher quality services or products is ever increasing, the valuation of such services 

has come in the spotlight, with the use of BI and DM it has become possible to both report and analyze unstructured 

data and figures and their output is shown as a report for a predictive market analysis (forecasting), as Data mining 

provides a plethora of algorithms which can be applied to recognize patterns that in turn lead to reporting or 

analyzing output. 

Business Intelligence requires proper stored data in the form of organized figures to base the intelligence on 

as they can be used to provide the required analysis and to report the findings of such analysis, since the value of 

a service or product correlates to the quality of it, that value can be increased by providing the business with 

systemic feedback that can be processed intelligently. 

Table 1. Comparison between Business Intelligence and Data Mining 

 

4. Techniques Used in business intelligence 

Business demand comes in different form of interpretive or non-interpretive model, it is important to know which 

technique is going to be used by deciding on which is more applicable modeling style (Osei-Bryson, 2009; Ali, 

Bakar, & Omar, 2016; Ali, Omar, & Bakar, 2016). 

(Liwen Vaughan, 2009) proposed a method for business intelligence and examine two collected data set using 

the method and other one using another method with co-link search to testify which is better, and the resulting is 

both data got different results, so each method has a different purpose for BI for example the second method 

generates a model of whole competition of an industy which is perfect for macro-level analysis of business 

competition, while the proposed method generates a model of whole business competition with its sector which is 

better for micro-level analysis. 

 

5. Data Mining Techniques 

Data mining can be simply defined as gathering of related data to retrieve it based on aspect relations that process 

of relational database sets (G. S. Ramesh, 2020),  Its important to be concern at data quality like is it insufficient 

data, not clear, lacking values, data enhancement and data shift  (Mrazek, 1999; Ali, Bakar, & Omar, 2016; Ali, 

Omar, & Bakar, 2016), particularly It is an important to choose data mining technique that is suitable for a business, 

by applying these techniques there are some approaches to follow, like to enhance the relative costs of the outcome 

and efficiency in which it gives better result (Salameh, Abu-AlSondos, Ali, & Alsahali, 2020). For this reason, 

some of these techniques were discussed in this section, such as detection, “Association Rule, Classification, 

Clustering, Decisions Tree, and the Neural Networks are profoundly practical and successful” (Wael M. S. Yafooz, 

2020). 

 

5.1 Association Rule 

Association rules are to extract the similarities and common formations in groups of items in database, it's a 

dependent associated variables in order to determine the interaction with items in similar action. In this case 
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applying association technique, developers can gather data on how user’s build their websites and uses it,  

developers can use the data association technique to enhance the user experience of the website by evaluating 

where users points and clicks for instance what exactly engages the user to do such an action. (Abazeed & Khder, 

2017). 

 

5.2 Classification 

"Classification is the most deliberate and generally practiced supervised learning data mining task” (Wael M. S. 

Yafooz, 2020). It identifies which set of groups a new data belongs to, it helps enhance business intelligence taking 

decisions (G. S. Ramesh, 2020). Classification is a two step process, where in the first step the training set is 

outlining the training set data within predefined groups using extraction, while the second step using the outline 

to classify and new data introduced and might as well extract more authentic classification rules. (6) As an example, 

Random Forest classifier and Naïve Bayesian classifier used to decide and manage classifiers with efficiency and 

parameter processing. 

Naive Bayes can estimate unfamiliar limited anticipations to recognize groups, its known to deliver a great 

successful results in different Fields such as banking, marketing, medical-diagnosis and many more. On the other 

hand Random Forest can achieve building efficiency of performance and decreasing variance which makes it an 

excellent training model (Ramesh, 2020; Oudat, Ali, & Qeshta, 2021 ;Oudat, & Ali, 2021). 

To demonstrate Classification, business owner needs to check the feasibility before starting a project, by using 

a classifier which requires to anticipate labels for groups like ‘safe' label and ‘risky' for further improvements that 

the project needs. 

 

5.3 Clustering 

Clustering is a method that merge objects together forming a group according to their similarity. Unlike 

classification, clustering shapes to any changes which eases identifying favorable features that differentiate 

different groups (Jian Pei, 2009), Clustering can detect relevant material for analysis that is beneficial in 

investigation areas in any form of “machine learning, pattern matching, information retrieval, image processing, 

and big data analysis” (G. S. Ramesh, 2020). 

 

5.4 Detection: 

Detection is a method that detects unnatural action, outliers, antithetical intuitive data values and uneven patterns 

in group of data, detection pursues these irregularities and explains them (Indranil Bose, 2001). 

 

5.5 Decisions Tree:  

The most popular technique for prediction is decision trees technique, it is simple to learn, perform as integral of 

adoption patterns to reach the suitability and choose specific data that stats with an easy question with more than 

one reply. It used in various practices like science, mathematics, law and business professions to help decide the 

best course of action.  

Using historical practice to get some predictions that supports the framework of the decision tree, always 

practiced with classification techniques to accomplice the ideal information and predictive methods. The quality 

of Decision tree correlates classification efficiency and the size of the tree on training database, it comes in two 

phase technique: First, Building phase where data set are repeatedly separated as far as all items will be in a specific 

group. Secondly, Pruning phase in this phase to obtain a tree with higher efficiency and to avoid overfitting, nodes 

will be pruned. 

 

6.Business intelligence and Data Mining: Opportunities and Future 

6.1 Business Intelligence Web Applications 

Web based application can be used to implement Business Intelligence applications as (A.V. Krishna Prasad, 2011) 

analyzed some of these applications in their article, these applications uses assimilation of specific technologies 

like such as: Agile modeling which is a method to model software systems by creating different models of their 

solutions, and integrate the user feedback during the whole process. Likewise, Web 2.0 which refers to tick web 

applications like search engine optimization and web services, which helps decision-makers observe patterns in 

web 2.0 applications that can be reused in economic deals (Ali, & Omar, 2016). These can improve the 

understanding of web engineering applications. 

 

6.2 IoT 

As companies continue to generate more and more data over time, we are likely to continue to use larger and larger 

datasets as Business Intelligence Advisors to efficiently store, process and analyze the data. It is not as if massive 

data were not previously stored, processed and analyzed. Indeed, companies around the world, including renowned 

household names like Netflix, Facebook and Google, do this every day. The impact of IoT and the overall increase 
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in information will require us to familiarize ourselves with environments of building, maintenance and tuning that 

are able to handle this load effectively. Technologies will continue to spur this innovation and this should excite 

us as Business intelligence consultants and make us want to develop our knowledge and skills further. 

(IoT) technologies incorporate the devices' collected data with customer service systems, business analytics 

instruments, vendor managed inventory systems, and business intelligence apps. (Khder et al., 2021). 

 

6.3 Data Science Applications 

Data science has been outstanding in commercial applications such as shopping and film credit rating, 

recommendations, stock trading techniques, and ad placement. (Khder et al., 2021) 

Some data science application that it might affect the business intelligence: 

• Internet search 

• Digital Advertisements 

• Recommender systems 

 

6.4 Big Data 

The phenomenon of big data, volume, diversity and speed of the data have affected the intelligence of business 

and the use of data. As part of business intelligence new trends like rapid analytics and data science have emerged. 

This paper addresses the evolution of agile principles and practices with corporate intelligence and its challenges 

and direction in future. (Larson, and Chang, 2016) 

 

6.5 Cloud Computing 

In self-hosted environments, business intelligence (BI) was eventually in the face of a crisis of resources due to 

the constant expansion of data warehouses, and the demands on the underlying networking for online analytical 

processing. New hopes have been brought to life in the field of BI with cloud computing.( Al-Aqrabi et al. 2015, 

Jalamneh & Khder. 2021) 

 

6.6 Industry 4.0 

The analysis of Internet-of-Things (IoT) data with BI technologies has become highly relevant in the context of 

industry 4.0. However, for a number of reasons it is hard to design and implement IoT-based BI applications. 

(Plazas et al, 2020) 

For many years, data collection and analysis were at the core of business intelligence (BI), but for the large 

volumes of data from industry 4.0 (I4.0) techniques, conventional BI needs to be adjusted. They create large 

quantities of data to be processed and used to produce value for companies in decision-making. Value generation 

from I4.0 is still a new research subject through data analysis and integration in strategic and operational activities. 

This research uses a systematic literary review with two goals in mind: the interpretation and identification of key 

research contributions and gaps through the creation of value via BI. The results show that most studies focused 

on the integration of large and unstructured data with real-time applications. More is needed in corporate research 

on transformation of business model, methodologies for managing technology implementation and frameworks 

for training people. (Bordeleau et al, 2018) 

 

7.Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper discussed literature study about business intelligence and data mining, briefly explains the importance 

of BI in business and web applications in which discussed about agile business intelligence and its way to help 

developing projects. Data mining techniques were discussed shortly with simply explained that using such 

techniques, business intelligence gain revamped decision-making, cost efficient, new profits, services and better 

market understanding conditions.  

Data mining in business, in general is conducted through a variety of ways mainly focusing on collecting data 

from online media, direct feedback or studies made on/from customers to improve the quality of their services and 

products. 

To decide why it is necessary, data mining can be used by businesses to find the data they need and to use for 

nosiness intelligence and analyzing. 

Data mining is playing a vital role studying customers’ feedback in order to improve quality of an 

organizations’ service, but it also actually provides all kinds of analysis and studies needed for organizational 

management. Some organizations have used data mining in order to detect faulty sections in their organization, 

studying different business trends and even efficiently reducing and improving the work of their employees. 

Evidently it becomes clear that a company’s use of data mining strategies within the structure of business 

intelligence can have large positive effects on the company, its products and services and the industry itself, so if 

a company decides to become more data oriented, testing BI software is the next move in order to further improve 

the business’ flow-of-work in an efficient and concise manner while optimally going through their business model. 
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Some association rules need to be improved in order to provide us with the best mined data for different 

processes in order to make an optimal use of the data making the process more time efficient and cost-effective, 

as data mining alone isn’t sufficient but how the data is mined and what data is mined show an importance as well. 

In future work, more business intelligence techniques to be discussed in depth and some data mining 

applications that are used for business intelligence are to be implemented. 
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